༄༅།།འགྲོ་ལ་འཆྟི་མེད་མཆྲོག་སྟིན་ཚེ་ཡྟི་ལྷ།
Dro la che me chogin tse yi lha
卓喇其美俏锦策宜拉
惠赐众生无死长寿尊

༄༅།།འགྱུར་མེད་རྟག་པ་དམ་པས་ཤྟིས་པ་སྲོལ།
Gyur me tag pa dam pe shi pa tsol
久美哒巴堂贝西巴最
圣洁恒常不变赐吉祥

From the inexhaustible treasury of spiritual attainments, which includes the blessings of the Long-life Deities who bestow excellent immortality to living beings and the blessings of the ocean of Teachers, Sages, and Accomplished Ones, may the auspicious attainment of holy, unchanging permanence be granted.

༄༅།།འགྲོ་ལ་ཀུན་དགའྟི་དཔལ་སྟིན་རྟིན་ཆེན་གསུམ།
Dro la kun ga’i pal jin RIN CHEN sum
卓喇贡格贝锦仁钦松
妙施有情安乐之三宝

༄༅།།འཁྲོན་གདུང་དྲྟི་མེད་ངྲོ་མཚར་སྤྲུལ་པའྟི་སྐུ།
Khon dung dri me ngo tshar trul pa’i ku
昆董尺昧哦擦尔朱贝古
无垢昆氏稀有之化身

༄༅།།རྲོ་རེ་འཛིན་པའྟི་གཙུག་རྒྱན་ཞབས་བརྟན་གསྲོལ།
DOR JE dzin pa’i tsug gyen zhab ten sol
朵吉怎贝祖坚朽典嗦
祈愿金刚顶严恒久住

Wonderful manifestation of the stainless Khön Lineage, who combines the dance of the three races of knowledge, loving-kindness and power into one, who is the essence of the Three Jewels that magnificently gives joy to living beings, May you, the Crown Ornament of Vajradhara, long remain.
The foremost of scholars whose minds contain all knowable things, the Chief of siddhas who have realised the true nature of phenomena, the unrivalled enthusiast who watches over living beings of this world, may you, the great Life Force of the teaching, long remain.

Following the greatly kind Master Sachen, who looked with equanimity upon samsara and nirvana, Sakya Pandita, the omniscient Master who possessed stability and skilfulness, Chögyal Phagpa, Lord of might and power, and the successive Teachers of the Khön Lineage, may you, holy Regent and Successor, remain for hundreds of aeons.
Having thus made this prayer with pure intentions, through the unwavering assistance of the powerful truth of ultimate reality and the consummate truthful words of the Triple Gem, Teachers and Deities, may virtue be granted to increase your life and spiritual activities.